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Time correlated single photon Mie scattering from a sonoluminescing bubble
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Application of time correlated single photon counting to pulsed Mie scattering enables one to resolve
changes in light scattering to better than 50 ps. This technique is applied to the highly nonlinear motion of a
sonoluminescing bubble. Physical processes, such as outgoing shock wave emission, that limit the interpreta-
tion of the data are measured with a streak camera and microscopy. Shock speeds about 6 km/s have been
observed.

PACS number~s!: 78.60.Mq, 42.68.Mj, 43.25.1y
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The acoustically driven pulsations of a gas bubble in w
ter can be so nonlinear as to generate broad band ultrav
flashes of light, which, depending on the sysem, last from
to 350 ps@1,2#. This energy focusing phenomenon known
sonoluminescence~SL! results from the runaway collapse o
a bubble which was first studied theoretically in connect
with cavitation damage by Rayleigh@3#. The singularity
which develops as a result of the bubble collapse pres
not only a difficult modeling problem@4# but has also proved
challenging to measure experimentally@5–8#. CW light scat-
tering methods have been effective in measuring the dyna
cal response of the bubble to the driving sound for all pha
of the motion except near the light emission@5#. The super-
sonic collapse requires sub ns time resolution over a la
dynamic range of signals, transcending the capabilities of
typical photomultiplier tubes~PMT! used to detect the sca
tered light. Previous work used fs pulsed laser scatterin
overcome the 2 ns response function of detection PMT
measure this bubble motion, but was limited by the 2 G
sampling speed of the digitizer recording the signal@7,8#.
Here we report on a new technique combining pulsed M
light scattering with time correlated single photon counti
~TCSPC! @9# for detection of the scattered light which he
yields about 50 ps time resolution of the supersonic bub
collapse.

This improved time resolution enables us to determ
that the velocity of the bubble’s gas-liquid interface rever
from about 0.75 km/sec inward to about 0.2 km/sec outw
in less than 250 ps, an acceleration of around
31012m/s2 as the bubble contents are compressed nearl
van der Waals hard core densities~Fig. 1!. Also by this tech-
nique, the beginning of the SL flash~whose Gaussian
equivalent duration is resolvable by TCSPC! is found to pre-
ceed the measured minimum radius of the bubble by ab
200 ps. We do not ascribe a physical significance to
time; rather, we propose that it indicates a basic limitation
the use of integrated laser scattering to measure bubble
lapse near the time of light emission. The resolution limi
tions of light scattering measurements may be due to l
scattered by the outgoing acoustic ‘‘shock’’ wave around
bubble@1,7,8,10,11# ~Fig. 2! as well as variations of the in
dex of refraction of the gas in the bubble away from unity
the density rises dramatically on these time scales so clos
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the moment of maximum collapse. For these reasons the
tual rate of collapse and acceleration may be greater t
those gleaned from the data.

The Mie scattering experiments were conducted on
bubbles levitated in a spherical, water filled quartz resona
driven at 40 kHz and sealed to control the gas content of
liquid. Light pulses~795 nm, 200 fs, 5 nJ/pulse! were fo-
cused onto the bubble from a Ti:sapphire laser running m
locked at 76 MHz. An acousto-optic pulse picker~NEOS
N17389! could open a 15 ns window in the path of the las

FIG. 1. Time correlated single photon Mie scattering data
150 torr 1% xenon in oxygen bubble in water~small filled circles!.
The smooth line is the SL flash measured relative the same
axis, and the large filled circles show pulsed Mie scattering d
from Ref. @1# for the same type gas mixture in the same resona
The open circles are a RP solution withR054.1mm and
Pa51.45 atm.~40 kHz! which was the fit to the hydrodynamic mo
tion used to calibrate the data. The inset shows a detail of
relative timing of the measured bubble motion and the SL lig
emission. The measured SI flash width is 150 ps FWHM wh
deconvolves using a 45 ps resolution function to a Gaussian equ
lent 143 ps. The temperature plotted on the inset is calculated f
the RP equation with a uniform van der Waals model describe
the text. We show this theoretical temperature because such a
form bubble model has been proposed for SL@16#. In view of the
supersonic collapse of the bubble as well as the emission of
outgoing supersonic acoustic pulse from the bubble~Fig. 2! we
question this model.
R1020 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. Emission of an outgoing shock wave from a collapsing bubble~100 torr 1% Xe in oxygen at 40 kHz!. ~a! Two-dimensional
~extinction! shadowgraph photo obtained 5–10 ns after the moment of collapse with a 3 nsflash of light showing a spherical bubbl
surrounded by the emitted outgoing shockwave. The backlighting source is the fluorescence of Nile Blue A in methanol~0.025% by weight!
excited by the 3 ns pulse of a Nd:YAG laser~532 nm!. Also visible around the bubble are three particles of dirt which appeared to be tra
to the bubble. The bubble tended to collect such particles; the longer the bubble had existed the more dirt likely to be trapp~only
occasionally did such a trapped particle suddenly leave the vicinity of the bubble!. These dirt particles appeared at fixed angular locati
within an acoustic cycle~following the radial pulsations of the bubble in and out about 35mm to the maximum radius of the bubble! and
smoothly orbited around the bubble on a much slower timescale~0.1 to 10 s!. At various drive levels and phases of the acoustic cycle
were unable to resolve aspherical distortions of the bubble.~b! Time resolved single shot~extinction! shadow graph near the minimum radiu
of a collapsing-rebounding bubble and emitted outgoing pressure pulse obtained by imaging a horizontal cut through the bubble of
shown in~a! onto the input slit of a streak camera~Hamamatsu C1587 with high speed plug in M1952! with a long distance microscop
~Zeiss LD achroplan-20x) and backlighting with the 3 ns pulse of light~described above! during the time sweep@19#. The streak camera slits
were set for 200mm yielding a time resolution function of about 100 ps. The initial speed of the shockwave is about 2.3 km/sec~Mach 1.6
relative to the speed of sound in water!. At late times the speed of the outgoing pulse reduces to about Mach 1.0. The line crossing the
at about 1 ns is an artifact of this individual streak camera.~c! Same as~b! but for a bubble driven at 16.5 kHz~Zeiss Achromat S 2.5x)
showing a shock wave leaving the bubble at Mach 4~relative to the speed of sound in water! or greater. Contrast was seen only for the t
side of the shockwave due to off-axis alignment of the condenser lens collecting the backlighting onto the bubble.
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output to slow the stream of laser pulses. Light from the
flash was collected by a PMT~Hamamatsu H5783-03!,
which triggered a delay generator~SRS DG535!, used to
wait one acoustic period and then trigger the pulse picke
allow one laser pulse to strike the bubble near the minim
radius. Light scattered from the laser pulse by the bubble
collected from around 60° from the forward direction by a
in. f /1 lens and was focused through a polarizer~aligned
with the laser polarization!, a 705 nm long pass glass filte
and a 3 nmfull-width at half-maximum~FWHM! interfer-
ence filter centered at 795 nm onto a microchannel p
~MCP! PMT ~Hamamatsu R3809; Quantum efficiency at 7
nm is about 0.18%!. Additionally neutral density filters~OD
3! were used to attenuate the light entering the R3809 M
PMT to generate single photo electron signals. After con
tioning with a constant fraction discriminator~CFD! ~EG&G
Ortec 935! this signal was used to start a time to amplitu
converter~TAC! ~EG&G Ortec 566!.

SL light emitted by the bubble was collected in a directi
near the entering laser beam~to minimize the laser scattere
light! by a lens onto another MCP PMT~Hamamatsu R2809!
with appropriate filters to block the infrared of the laser. A
aperture maintained the light level at around 10 photo e
trons, which is the level used for timing calibration of th
tube. This signal after discriminating in the CFD was used
L
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stop the TAC. The arrival time of the laser flash wander
around in the pulse picker window since the laser repetit
rate and the acoustic frequency were incommensurate. T
intervals between the single photo-electron events in
3809 and the ‘‘hard trigger’’ SL events in the 2809 we
collected from the TAC by a computer into 1.5 ps bins a
accumulated to build a statistical sampling of probabilities
detecting a scattering event as a function of time around
SL flash shown in Fig. 3. Because the intensity of a la
flash was modified by its location in the laser window, t
laser window profile was measured by reflecting the be
~without a bubble present! from a mirror onto the~3809!
MCP ~with a difference in path length than bubble scatteri
of about 2.5 in. or 210 ps which was corrected! and collect-
ing data with the TAC stop signal and laser window trigg
generated by an oscillator at 40 kHz. This profile~which is
smooth near the minimum bubble radius! was fit to a high-
order polynomial~to minimize noise! and used to divide the
data.

TCSPC is based on the principle that when in single p
ton level, the probability as a function of time to detect
photon is proportional to the intensity of light as a functio
of time. The distribution of 3809 detection probability is thu
equated to the intensity of light scattered from the bubble
a function of time. Where the probability of detection w
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higher, the intensity is under estimated since a small por
of events will be two-photon events which are interpreted
one-photon events by the discrimination. As the proc
obeys Poisson statistics the correction factor is given by
intensity

I}2 ln@12~Ncounts/bin/Nflashes/bin!#.

By collecting light in a large solid angle, the Mie diffractio
effects are smoothed yielding scattering intensity almost p
portional to bubble radius squared. Corrections are at m
15% in radius~see Fig. 3 for Mie scattering calculation
@12#!. The data shown in Fig. 1 were obtained from the sc
tered intensity by the following procedure. After applyin
the statistics correction discussed above, the square ro

FIG. 3. ~a! Raw data~counts per 1.5 ps bin in 1005 s! and laser
window measurement~and fit! used to generate the radius vs tim
curve in Fig. 1.~b! Detail near the minimum radius as well as th
SL leaking through the filters which is eventually subracted. Due
the one acoustic cycle delay in triggering, the laser window
opened every other bubble collapse~20 kHz! giving about 2000
total laser flashes per 1.5 ps bin~for this run!. The photo-electron
generation rate near the minimum is around 2 or 3 % or abou
scattered photons entering the MCP. Thus, a more precise des
tion of the experiment would be time correlated singlephoto-
electronMie scattering. Inset: Mie scattering calculations for lig
scattered into a range of angles between 30° and 80° from
forward direction from a bubble in water (nwater/nbubble51.33/1.0)
for horizontally polarized light as used in the experiment as a fu
tion of bubble size. A radius squared curve is also shown whic
arranged to match the Mie intensity for a 150m radius.
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the data was calculated. For radial calibration, we matc
the data from the TCSPC pulsed scattering method to dat
the same type of bubble using the pulsed Mie scatter
method of Ref.@1# @which is calibrated in radius indepen
dently by matching after bounce dynamics to the Raylei
Plesset~RP! equation#. This older data was corrected for Mi
scattering in the following ‘‘look up’’ method~Fig. 3!. For
each time bin the intensity suggested by theR2 approxima-
tion was determined for the indicated radius. The Mie cal
lation was next used to determine what radius would gen
ate that same intensity. That new radius was then assigne
the time bin of interest. The Mie correction to the old da
suggests a trueRmin for the bubble. The TCSPC data wa
scaled so that after the same sort of ‘‘look up’’ Mie corre
tions itsRmin matched that of the old data.

The timing accuracy of this data is limited by the tran
time spread of the 3809 MCP to single photon events wh
was measured with fs laser flashes to be about 45 ps FW
The flash to flash jitter of the SL was measured during t
experiment with a time interval meter~SRS 620! triggering
on the 2809 output to have FWHM of 100 ps. The jitter
the trigger PMT and the delay generator~about 75 ps! don’t
affect the data directly because they change the timing of
window opened by the pulse picker.

In the brightest systems, some SL was visible in the sc
tering data as shown in Fig. 3. To correct the data for t
effect the laser was blocked and the amount of SL leak
through the filters during an otherwise identical run w
measured and then subtracted from the raw data after w
the 1.5 ps time bins were rebinned to 30 ps bins. With
laser blocked and the 79533 nm and the 705 nm long pas
filters removed~resulting in an optical path about 10 p
shorter!, the SL flash could also be measured relative to
same time axis as the dynamics. Such a measurement is
shown in Fig. 1 where it is evident that the beginning of t
150 ps FWHM flash preceeds the minimum measured ra
by about 200 ps.

Shown in Fig. 1 along with the measured data is a so
tion to the RP equation@13,14#

RR̈1
3

2
Ṙ25

1

r
~Pg2P02Pa!

2
4hṘ

rR
2

2s

rR
1

R

rc

d

dt
~Pg2Pa!, ~1!

whereR is the bubble wall,c, h, s, r are the sound speed
viscosity, surface tension, and density of the liquid, andPg ,
P0 , Pa are the pressure of the gas in the bubble, the st
pressure, and the acoustic pressure. The terms in 1/c are
acoustic radiation terms which have been added as the l
ing terms of a low mach number expansion of the dynam
@14,15#. The gas inside the bubble is assumed to follow a v
der Waals equation of state~including only the hard core
contribution ‘‘b’ ’ 5 4

3 pa3/N whenN is the number of moles
in the bubble!. Figure 1 shows the temperature predicted
Eq. ~1! supplemented with the assumptions of a spatia
uniform adiabatic bubble interior so that the temperature
Tg(R)5@T0R0

3(g21)/(R32a3)g21#, where g is the poly-
tropic index andR0 is the ambient radius. At the high ve
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locities reported here, the interior should benonuniformso
that deviations from this simple model should be signific
@14,16#.

The factor of 4 decrease in the speed of the bubble wa
it passes through its minimum radius implies that over 9
of the bubble energy is radiated into an outgoing sho
wave. Shadowgraph@17# images of the shock wave~Fig. 2!
yield @18# Mach numbers greater than 4. According to t
Tait equation of state@19# the pressures approach 1 Mb
~for bubbles withR0 '9mm, Rmax'90mm driven at 16.5
kHz!. The shock wave and micron sized dust particles@20#
~that are attracted by the bubble! scatter light out of the in-
cident beam affecting measurements near the minimum
dius. These effects indicate fundamental limitations of la
scattering methods to measure the climax of a Rayle
bubble collapse.

We have reported a technique which achieves a 50
-
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resolution in Mie scattering. This technique, which combin
TCSPC light detection with pulsed laser scattering, has b
developed with the goal of measuring the dynamical mot
of an imploding bubble as it passes through the momen
SL. The 50 ps resolution appears to be shorter than
physical process that can be clearly deconvolved from
data. Deviations from the behavior predicted by the RP eq
tion are apparent, which could be expected since Mach n
bers of unity ~relative to the liquid sound speed! are ap-
proached by the bubble, and surpassed in the theory.
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